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 central goal of the Basel Committee in releasing the new Standardized 
Approach for Measuring Counterparty Credit Risk (SA-CCR) in March 2014 

was to ‘improve the risk sensitivity of the capital framework without creating 
undue complexity’. The previous standardized approaches were roundly criticized 
for not suff iciently reflecting the economics of unique portfolios, especially 
with regard to volatility, and therefore not providing institutions with a true 
noninternal model alternative for calculating counterparty credit risk.

An alternative to the internal model method (IMM) is necessary for two reasons. 
First, implementing IMM is not practical for some institutions since it involves 
sophisticated Monte Carlo models running on compute grids. Depending on the 
number of risk factors being jointly simulated, calibration of these models can be 
as much art as science. Second, given the complexity and proprietary discretion 
allowed with IMM, regulators need a means to eff iciently and legitimately 
benchmark IMM outputs. In order to serve as a benchmark for IMM, SA-CCR must 
by definition be more market based.

This article explores whether the Basel Committee achieved its goal of calibrating 
SA-CCR more closely to the market by comparing credit value adjustments (CVA) 
using an IMM-style methodology versus an adapted SA-CCR approach. The results 
show that with some simple assumptions about how exposures evolve beyond 
one year, SA-CCR can be a viable alternative to more computationally intensive 
methodologies for calculating CVA.

CVA PRIMER

CVA is the fundamental price of uncollateralized counterparty credit risk. It is 
basically a premium paid to insure the positive mark to market (MTM) value of a 
derivative contract. Calculating CVA is very similar to pricing a credit default swap 
(CDS), except the underlying is a derivative instead of a bond or loan. The basic 
CVA formula is:

where R is the constant recovery rate, typically 40% for senior unsecured 
(derivative) exposures; EPE is the expected positive exposure based on the 
projected (positive) MTM values of the derivative contract at each future time until 
maturity; PD is the probability of the counterparty defaulting during each discrete 
time interval; and df is the risk-free discount factor. Notice that substituting a 
fixed bond or loan principal amount for EPE in the above yields the CDS pricing 
formula for the default leg.
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The real complexity in calculating CVA is in projecting future MTM values in 
order to determine EPE, which is why Monte Carlo simulation models are at the 
heart of most IMM implementations. Given the Basel Committee’s stated goals 
of simplicity and better risk sensitivity, the question is whether the relatively 
straightforward SA-CCR algorithm can be used as an alternative to IMM (Monte 
Carlo methods) in calculating EPE for CVA pricing purposes.

At first blush, using SA-CCR in this way would not seem appropriate since 
regulatory capital metrics are typically based on historical data whereas CVA, as a 
MTM item, uses market-implied or risk-neutral inputs. However, many banks treat 
CVA as a reserve since they are not actively hedging it, in which case the historical 
calibration makes sense. We will substitute eff ective EPE (EEPE) as defined by SA-
CCR in the CVA formula and check the results against IMM-style calculations. Note 
that EEPE is simply non-decreasing EPE. SA-CCR prescribes the following formula 
for EEPE:

where MTM0 is the current unrealized present value of the derivative as generated 
by the institution’s valuation system and the Addon represents the expected 
future increase in the MTM over time. Although SA-CCR makes frequent references 
to potential future exposure (PFE) add-ons, paragraph 153 clearly states that the 
add-on represents a ‘stylized EEPE calculation’ assuming zero current MTM. A 
multiplier is applied to the add-on when the current MTM is negative to account 
for lower probability of positive exposure.

Therefore, the SA-CCR based CVA formula is:

where EEPE is defined as above according to SA-CCR. Before examining the 
actual CVA results, it’s worth taking a quick look at the SA-CCR methodology.
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STANDARDIZED APPROACH FOR MEASURING COUNTERPARTY 
CREDIT RISK

Since the first term of the EEPE formula is the readily available current MTM, 
we can focus on the add-on. SA-CCR specifies different add-on formulas for 
the five main asset classes – interest rate, foreign exchange, credit, equity and 
commodity. The add-on formulas are very simple by design, so we can skip most 
of the details. A quick review of the common set of input parameters and an 
example of how they are used is sufficient for our purposes:

• Adjusted Notional (AN), the actual notional or price, adjusted by a scalar 
multiplier or Supervisory Duration for IRD and CRD, and converted to 
domestic currency where applicable.

• Maturity Factor (MF), time horizon for the type of transaction, typically 1 or 
sqrt(T) where T < 1 for un-margined transactions, and slightly different for 
margined transactions.

• Supervisory Duration (SD), for IR and credit derivatives using supervisory 
interest rate.

• Supervisory Delta (d), +/-1 multiplier for long or short non-options, or the 
well-known Black (Scholes) delta for options using a supervisory volatility, 
or an adjustment based on attachment and detachment points for CDO 
tranches, resulting in effective notional.

• Supervisory Factor (SF), multiplier to convert the effective notional into 
expected exposure, reflecting the volatility of each asset class. This is 
perhaps the most important factor since it embeds the market calibration.

• Supervisory Correlation (rho), for EQD, CRD and CMD to capture important 
basis risks and diversification, taken from a table.

In addition to the above, there are four dates:

• Maturity (M), the latest date the derivative or underlying is active.
• Start (S), start date of the underlying contract.
• End (E), end date of the underlying contract.
• Exercise (T), latest contractual exercise date for options.
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To get a sense for SA-CCR, the following are the steps in calculating EEPE for an 
interest rate swap using the above parameters:

The steps would be similar for other products, although slightly more complex for 
options and tranches. In addition to formulas for individual transactions, SACCR 
also specifies guidelines for netting and margining among ‘hedging sets’, within 
maturity buckets and currencies. Exploring the impact of these rules would also 
be interesting but beyond the scope of this analysis.
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RESULTS

To test whether SA-CCR is indeed more risk sensitive, i.e., market-based, CVA 
calculations for a 10-year payer interest rate swap and 5-year FX forward were 
performed using an IMM-style methodology and an adapted SA-CCR approach. 
An IR swap and FX forward were chosen for two reasons - they typically represent 
upwards of 80% of most banks’ uncollateralized portfolios and their risk profiles 
are very different. The exposure of the swap is driven by the periodic coupon 
payments whereas the exposure of the FX forward is dominated by the principal 
exchange at maturity.

The results are presented in the tables above. Table 1 compares CVAs for a 10-
year payer interest rate swap on 10mm notional using the two approaches. 
Calculations were performed for three fixed rate scenarios, at-the-money (ATM) 
and +/-100bps, and two credit spread (CDS) scenarios of 100 and 500bps. Table 
2 (see above) displays CVA results for a 10million 5-year FX forward for ATM and 
+/-10% strikes, and CDS of 100 and 500bps.

While the CVA results are strikingly close for both payoffs, they mask a very 
important difference. In addition to more robustly incorporating the individual 
risk factors, the IMM approach also captures the convexity of the exposure profile 
through time, whereas the adapted SA-CCR approach is a linear approximation. 
This fundamental difference is not necessarily material for quick CVA or capital 
calculations but would be problematic for certain exposure management 
activities, e.g., limits. The charts above clearly show the differences in the shapes 
of exposure profiles under both methodologies.

Notice that the true peak exposure, as represented by the IMM profile, is about 
one-third into the life of the swap and at maturity for the FX forward due to 
the principal exchange. SA-CCR is essentially blind to the actual shape of the 
exposure. The next two charts display the additional in and out-of-the-money 
scenarios included in the CVA results tables. Moneyness also influences the shape 
and location of peak exposure under IMM while the peak exposure is always at 
the one year point under SA-CCR.
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‘ADAPTED’ SA-CCR

Throughout this article, we have referred to the ‘adapted’ SA-CCR approach. 
Since the Basel time horizon for EEPE (and inherent calibrations of the input 
parameters) is one year, assumptions must be made regarding the evolution of 
the exposure beyond one year. The Basel Accord recommends that EEPE be held 
constant until maturity, which may be reasonable for products with principal 
exchange but clearly conservative for products whose exposures are primarily 
driven by periodic cash flows, like swaps.

In keeping with the goal of simplicity, our adapted SA-CCR approach makes a 
small set of very basic adjustments based on the observation that the (scaled) 
add-on was calibrated to represent about a 2.33 standard deviation move in 
the current MTM value. This means that a position with a current positive MTM 
value in excess of the scaled add-on has already reached maximum exposure 
and therefore unlikely to increase further. On the flip side, if the position has a 
negative MTM value larger in magnitude than the scaled add-on, there is near 
zero probability that the exposure will become positive. The adjustments applied 
to EEPE for IR swaps and FX forwards are summarized below:

IR SWAPS

• Linear decay of EEPE from the one-year point to maturity to reflect 
exposure driven by periodic cash flows and no principal exchange.

• For deeply in the money positions, zero add-on due to low probability of 
additional exposure (i.e., as the option-equivalent delta approaches one).

• For out of the money positions, proportional decrease of the add-on based 
on the ratio of the add-on over the current MTM, to account for lower 
probability of becoming in the money (i.e., as the option-equivalent delta 
approaches zero). Alternatively, the add-on ‘multiplier’ specified by SA-CCR 
could be applied but seems to understate the exposure.
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FX FORWARDS

• Constant EEPE until maturity, since exposure is dominated by principal 
exchange.

• For out of the money positions, proportional decrease of the add-on based 
on the ratio of the add-on over the current MTM, to account for lower 
probability of becoming in the money (i.e., as the option-equivalent delta 
approaches zero). Again, the add-on ‘multiplier’ specified by SACCR could 
be applied but seems to understate the exposure.

The above adjustments are visible in the exposure charts above. Similar 
adjustments would be applied to EEPE formulas for the other main asset classes.

Based on the closeness of the CVA results, the Basel Committee appears to have 
achieved its stated goal of better market tractability while preserving simplicity 
with SA-CCR. However, the user should be aware of the simplifying assumptions 
and their impacts. As previously stated, the expected exposure profile under SA-
CCR is a linear approximation and therefore a questionable alternative to IMM 
for risk management activities based on the magnitude (shape) of exposures at 
future time steps. In addition, the SA CCR parameters include ‘hard-coded’ rates, 
volatilities, correlations and other multipliers that come from a calibration to a 
particular market environment.

As market conditions shift , SA-CCR may lose risk sensitivity and diverge from 
IMM. To see this more clearly, consider a shift  in implied volatilities, which is 
certainly likely given their currently dampened levels. Since EEPE is only sensitive 
to implied volatility through the MTM term (not the add-on), it could easily be 
understated. Revisiting our sample 10yr swap and 5yr FX forward, a positive one 
vol shift  would increase the IMM based CVA by approximately 1% while the SA-
CCR based CVA would remain constant. Finally, this analysis only looked at plain 
vanilla swaps and FX. Further research on other asset classes and more ‘exotic’ 
payoff s would be appropriate. As long as these issues are clearly understood, SA-
CCR can serve as an eff ective alternative to IMM for quick CVA calculations.

David Kelly, 
Director, Financial 
Engineering, 
Calypso Technology
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ABOUT CALYPSO
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consolidation, innovation and growth. With 17 years experience delivering software and services 
for trading, risk management, processing and accounting, the Calypso solution helps bring 
simplicity to complex business and technology challenges. Calypso solutions address needs for 
the capital markets, investment management, clearing, collateral, treasury and liquidity. Clients 
can benefit from greater efficiency, improved risk management, better allocation of capital, faster 
regulatory compliance, faster time to market and reduced Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). 

Calypso is used by over 34,000 market professionals in over 60 countries representing more 
than 180 financial institutions across Asia, Americas, Europe, Middle East and Africa. Calypso 
Technology has over 800 staff in 22 global offices, with headquarters in San Francisco, California. 
“Calypso” is a registered trademark of Calypso Technology, Inc. in the United States, the European 
Union and other jurisdictions. www.calypso.com

Other parties’ trademarks or service marks are the property of their respective owners and should 
be treated as such. 
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